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READING

Yesterday we read the book ‘The cow who fell to Earth’. We really hope you 
enjoyed it! 

Today we would like you to be a translator for Dave, the cow. Have a look at the 
page from the book on the next slide and see if you can write a sentence, or 

discuss what you think this Moon Cow is trying to say.



READING

Look at the 
speech bubble, 

the pictures tell the 
story of what has 

happened to 
Dave. The sheep 

do not understand 
him, but you can 

help! 

What is Dave 
saying happened 

to him?

The pictures have 
been numbered 

to help you!

1 3
2
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WRITING

Today in writing we are going to continue looking at acrostic poems. 
We thought it might be fun to do one about ourselves! You can choose 

to either do your first name, your whole name or a nickname.

Today we will plan our poem and tomorrow we will write it. Whilst we 
plan our acrostic poems, have a think… are there any tricky letters in 

your name that might be difficult? Focus on those letters today. 

Remember- it 
does not have to 

be a word, it can 

be a few words or 
a sentence if that 

is easier!



WRITING

My poem is going to be about Kevin the Koala. I think it might be tricky to find 
words with K and V so today I am going to look at those parts of the poem.

For K I might use KOALA

For V I might say he is VERY cuddly.

Once you have thought about any tricky letters that you have in your name, 
try and create lists of words that you could use for other letters, that way you 
have a few you can choose from tomorrow. 

K – Koala, kind, kooky

E – energetic, extra cool

V – very cuddly, very colourful

I – incredible, I love him

N – nice, naughty, neat

This way I have a few ideas I can choose from!
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Maths

Now we are moving onto position. We will begin by using some key words to help us which 

can be called positional language.

Watch this clip and focus on the language we will be using and also what these positions look 
like.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p017wb9x

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p017wb9x


Maths

This is Florence. She really wants to go to the pool but how will she get 

there? 
Can you think of what directions you would give her using the 

positional language below? 
Have a think and then look on the next slide to see how you could.

Florence



Maths
A n sw er s

Using the language below you could give Florence these instructions:

Florence You start at the school then walk forward 2 squares. 
Then stop. If you look right you will see a light house, if 

you look left you will see the pool. Walk left 2 squares 

and then you will arrive at the pool. 



Maths

What if Florence began at school and really wanted some of those 

delicious doughnuts?
What directions would give her using the positional language below? 

Have a think, write them down and then look on the next slide to see 
how you could.

Florence



Maths
A n sw er s

Using the language below you could give Florence these instructions:

Florence You start at the school then walk forwards 2 squares. In 
front of you is a tree. Stop and then turn left 2 squares 

until you reach the doughnuts, but do not eat them all 

Florence!



Maths

Have a look at the coins below.

Complete the sentences using left and right to describe the

position of the coins.



Maths
A n sw er s

Now check to see if you got them correct.

How did you do?
Have another go on the next slide.



Maths

Have a look at these coins. They are the same coins as before but in a different 
order.

Just like you did in the previous slide, complete the sentences using 

left and right to describe the position of the coins.



Maths
A n sw er s

Now check to see if you got them correct.

How did you do?
Have another go on the next slide.



Maths

This is the final example for you to do. 

Complete the sentences using left and right to describe the

position of the superheroes.



Maths

Just another reminder about ‘Maths Week, London’ over on Time Table Rock stars! 
Not long left so make this count guys! 

Good luck Year 1 

you can do it!
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PHONICS

Today in phonics we would like you to design or make your own digraph 
crown. 

Similarly to how we did the posters last week, you need to think of a few words 
and pictures that include the digraph. 

On the next slide are some instructions to help you if you’re not sure where to 
begin with making the crown. If you would like to design it rather than make it, 
this is also fine!

Please send pictures of your crowns to the year 1 email!

Digraph ideas for the crown
Ow

Oo

Th

Sh
Ng

Oa 



PHONICS

1. First, measure the head of all people who would like a digraph crown. You can do 

this by wrapping paper around the temple (or your preferred crown spot).

2. Once measured, stick the paper together to make sure it is long enough and cut 

the paper to a crown size, between 7cm - 10cm tall.

3. Write and draw the pictures and words onto the crown. Make sure it is colourful 

and bright.

4. Re-measure the crown to make sure it fits and stick the two ends together.

5. Wear your crown with pride. You are the digraph king or queen today!

Digraph ideas for the crown
Ow

Oo

Th

Sh
Ng

Oa 


